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SCRABBLE WORD FINDER: https://scrabble.merriam.com 
Free webpage created by Merriam-Webster, publisher of the Official Scrabble Players Dictionary. 
* Search for playable Scrabble words (up to 15 letters) 
* Filter search by: Starts With * Ends With * Contains 
* Enter any letters to see words that can be formed. 
* Contains various word lists and hints. 
 
 

WORD GAME ORGANIZATIONS & DICTIONARIES 
NSA: National Scrabble Association (dissolved 2013) 
NASPA: North American Scrabble Players Association (Replaced NSA as tournament host 2009; US, Canada) 
 

OSPD: Official Scrabble Players Wordlist (Merrium Webster. US, Canada; school/family use; no offensive words) 
OSPD4 (2005) * OSPD5 (2014) * OSPD6 (2018) 
 

OTCWL: Official Tournament & Club Word List (aka OWL, TWL; US, Canada, Thailand, Israel; includes offensive words) 
NWL: NASPA Word List (replaced OTCWL) 
SSWL: School Scrabble Word List (OTCWL words appropriate for school use) 
 

OSW: Official Scrabble Words (UK) 
SOWPODS: OSW + OSPD 
CSW: Collins Scrabble Words (replaced SOWPODS; UK & 48 countries) 
WESPA: World English-Language Scrabble Players’ Association 
 

ENABLE: Enhanced North American Benchmark Lexicon (WWF: Words With Friends) 
 
 

TWO-LETTER WORD DEFINITIONS 
Knowing the definitions can help you remember the two-letter words. Only the bolded words can be pluralized with an s. 

AA: rough cindery lava 
AB: abdominal muscle 
AD: advertisement 
AE: one (Scottish) 
AG: agriculture 
AH: to express delight 
AI :  three-toed sloth 
AL: East Indian tree 
AM: form of “to be” 
AN: article of speech 
AR: the letter R 
AS: to the same degree 
AT: in the position of 
AW: to express protest 
AX: cutting tool 
AY: to express sorrow 
BA: eternal soul (Egyptian) 
BE: to have actuality 
BI :  bisexual 
BO: a pal 
BY: close to 
DA: dad 
DE: of, from (used in names) 
DO: tone of musical scale 
ED: education 
EF: the letter F 
EH: to express doubt 
EL: the letter L 
EM: the letter M 
EN: the letter N 
ER: to express hesitation 
ES: the letter S 
ET: past tense of eat 
EW: to express disgust 
EX: the letter X 
FA: tone of musical scale 

FE: a Hebrew letter 
GI: martial arts garment 
GO: to move along 
HA: sound of surprise 
HE: a male person 
HI :  a greeting 
HM: to express thinking 
HO: to express surprise 
ID: part of the psyche 
IF: a possibility 
IN: to harvest 
IS: form of “to be” 
IT: pronoun for an object 
JO: a sweetheart 
KA: spiritual self (Egyptian) 
KI: vital life force (Chinese) 
LA: tone of musical scale 
L I :Chinese unit of distance 
LO: used to attract attention 
MA: mother 
ME: self 
MI :  tone of musical scale 
MM: to express satisfaction 
MO: a moment 
MU: a Greek letter 
MY: possessive form of “I” 
NA: no, not 
NE: born with the name of 
NO: negative reply 
NU: a Greek letter 
OD: force of natural power 
OE: whirlwind [OH-eh] 
OF: coming from 
OH: to express surprise 
OI: to express dismay 
OK: all right 

OM: meditation mantra 
ON: where cricket batsman stands 
OP: style of abstract art 
OR: the color gold 
OS: an orifice or a bone 
OW: to express sudden pain 
OX: hoofed animal 
OY: to express dismay 
PA: father 
PE: a Hebrew letter 
PI :  a Greek letter 
PO: chamber pot 
QI: vital life force (Chinese) 
RE: tone of musical scale 
SH: to urge silence 
SI:  variation of musical tone TI 
SO: tone of musical scale 
TA: expression of gratitude 
TE :variation of musical tone TI  
T I:  tone of musical scale 
TO: in the direction of 
UH: to express hesitation 
UM: to hesitate in speaking 
UN: one 
UP: to raise 
US: form of “we” 
UT: French for musical tone DO 
WE: group of us 
WO: woe 
XI :  a Greek letter 
XU:  Vietnamese monetary unit 
YA: Asian pear 
YE: you 
YO: to call attention 
ZA: pizz
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TWO-LETTER WORD BRAINAIDS 
Hints to help you memorize the two-letter words. 
 
* A (A BDE GHI LMN RST WXY) [a body ghi lemon rest waxy]  
* E (DF H LMN RST WX) [deaf eh? lemon rest wax]  
* I (DFN ST) [define street]  
* O (DEF HIK MN PRS WXY) [defy hike man press waxy] 
* U (HMN PST) [human pest] 
 
* BHMPT (bumped) into first 4 vowels (AEIO) 
* DA DE DO shouts YA YE YO 
* Add FA FE to coffee 
* GI GO (Garbage In Garbage Out) 
* KA KI (khaki) 
* LA had to LI LO (lie low) 
* BY HM M(M U Y) (buy him muy much) [Muy is Spanish for “very”]] 
* W(O E) is me 
* M pairs with all (MY) vowels (AEIOU) 
* S (HIO) Sh to Ohio 
* X (I U) Cross I or you 
 
* Baby cries  BU HU WA  because none are valid 
*  NI  is Not Interested in being listed. 
 
* Orphans: JO QI RE ZA 
 

BrainAids 


